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The good news: getting fast and reliable
news concerning the progress of sporting events has never been easier as a result of the Internet.
The bad news: consumers may one
day have fewer choices about where to
get news, despite the influx of Internet
providers, because of the natural monopoly that sponsors hold over sporting
events and their power to control who
gets press credentials.
Because reporters and commentators
must often obtain approval from private
sports organizations to cover golf tournaments, basketball games, and other
events, the credentialing process is often used to restrict traditional media
outlets and stifle competition from information sources other than those produced by the sports organization itself.1
Competition from outsiders (the traditional media and online reporters) can
be restricted because private organizations have a natural monopoly over
their own corporate-sponsored events
and facilities, such as sports arenas and
golf tournament courses.
The public’s apparently insatiable
demand for “news as it happens,” or
real time information, has led to a
fiercely competitive struggle among
traditional media, online news services,
and the sports organizations themselves, and has triggered numerous
public disputes.2 Many have been settled amicably in the past, but lately
they have escalated into litigation at
the state and federal level. Both sides
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ries, leading to a veritable tug-of-war
among First Amendment concerns, antitrust law, contract law, and intellectual property protections. The year 2000
was marked by several landmark lawsuits that will ultimately determine
who controls information and how the
public receives it.
Pregame Warm-up: A Real Time
Collision of Legal Theories
The courts will have to decide which of
the competing legal theories trumps the
others and under what factual circumstances. Given the obvious value of real
time information to private businesses
that collect it, some commentators believe that such businesses should have
the proprietary right to enjoy the fruits
of their labor.3 Private organizations and
their advocates argue that potential free
riders discourage the development and
publication of real time information by
weakening the incentives to stay in the
real time business, and that the public
ultimately pays the price.4
This article contends that there is no
ownership of factual real time information. Nor is there a legitimate public
policy reason to thwart competition by
allowing private entities to control information through the credentialing
process. Instead, once sports organizers
release such information through their
own facilities, there should be no proprietary rights to it. Moreover, the public is obviously negatively affected
when there are fewer information
providers in the marketplace. Media organizations should stand up to protect
the free flow of information to the public as well as their own right to distribute the news.
Round One: Sports Credentialing as
a Competitive Weapon
A number of recent conflicts have highlighted this debate by showing how
willing sports organizers are to limit
coverage. In 1997, the National Football
League (NFL) announced plans to revoke the press credentials of the Florida

Times-Union if the newspaper refused to
sign waiver forms that would prohibit it
from publishing Jacksonville Jaguars
game photographs on its website.5 However, the newspaper refused to sign the
waiver, emphasizing that its website
was, in fact, its Internet “newspaper.”
The Times-Union said it would not allow the NFL to control the contents of
its website any more than it would allow
similar restrictions on its print publication.6 The NFL ultimately backed down.
More recently, the International
Olympic Committee refused to accredit
online journalists for the 1998 games in
Nagano, Japan, claiming that it did not
know enough about the new medium
and would not begin granting coverage
rights to journalists for freestanding
websites until at least 2010.7 Several
commentators have reported a perceived
bias against online reporters, and private
entities have allegedly continued to discriminate against Internet journalists by
refusing to grant credentials.8
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) added to the March
Madness in 2000 by denying credentials
to online reporters who wanted to cover
the Division I men’s basketball tournament, effectively eliminating the chance
to report real time scores unless the reporter was connected to a traditional
media organization that also possessed a
website.9 Even website reporters for traditional media organizations, such as
CBS Sportsline.com and USAToday.
com, were denied access to the floor
during the tournament.10 Although
NCAA representatives cited the lack of
physical space as the primary reason,
some felt that the association was blocking out online reporters to gain advantage for its own website.11
Also in 2000, the National Basketball
Association (NBA) sued the New York
Times Co. for selling five photographs
from the 1999 NBA playoffs for $900
through the newspaper’s online store.12
The NBA claimed that the sale of the
photographs violated the terms of the
association’s credentials issued to news-
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paper photographers.13 However, while
the NBA’s interest was to protect the
publicity of its stars, the New York
Times was intent on safeguarding its
ability, and that of other media organizations, to profit from photographs taken by its own staff members.14
The NBA claimed that its credentials
limited the use of photographs to news
coverage of the specific games for
which the press pass was issued. The
Times countered that the NBA was using its credentials, which photographers
must have to gain access to games, to
prevent media organizations from competing with the NBA’s own website,
which also sells photographs and other
goods.15 The Times believes that it is
free to use photographs, like the scores
from the games, in any way it chooses,
including sales to a third party.16 However, the NBA shows no signs of relenting, and a prolonged fight is expected.17
The NBA has maintained that it has the
right to protect the huge public demand
for its photographs through direct sales
and third party licensing agreements for
NBA products, as well as contracts that
limit the marketing activities of the
players themselves.18
Round Two: The Battle Over Real
Time Information Warms Up
Morris Communications Corp. v. PGA
Tour, Inc.19 was the first reported decision to address the tension between a
media company’s desire to provide and
sell Internet information obtained from
sporting events and a private sports organization’s conflicting objective to exclusively provide that same information
through its own source.20 The final outcome is likely to determine how the
provision of information will be shaped
by antitrust and intellectual property
law. In denying the plaintiff’s motion
for preliminary injunction, the U.S. District Court for the Middle District of
Florida noted that a complete factual
record was needed as well as “an examination of both bodies of law and their
proper application in a rapidly changing
world” to determine the relative rights
of the media vis-à-vis private hosts of
events intended for public
consumption.21
Morris Communications Corp. publishes news in both traditional print format and on the Internet. In 1996, Morris
began publishing information about golf

tournaments on its websites, including
those sponsored by PGA Tour, Inc.22
The most popular feature of its electronic coverage was its publication of real
time golf scores.23 These scores are especially important during tournaments
because individual golfers are competing at different holes of the course at the
same time, necessitating an update of
individual scores at differing times during the tournament.
Volunteers assembled by the tournament promoter at each of the eighteen
holes on the golf course collect the
scores of individual golfers.24 The
scores are then relayed through handheld wireless radios to a remote production truck and other locations, including
the media center located on the tournament premises.25 Once the media center
publishes the scores, they are effectively released to the entire world and can
then be entered into other computers,
including those owned by traditional
media organizations, for further dissemination and publication in electronic
newspapers.26
Because the media center is the only
location where the official tournament
scores for all competing golfers are continuously updated, it is not feasible for
media organizations to rely on scores
reported on radio, television, or even
the tournament’s own website.27 This is
particularly true during the first two
days of most golf tournaments when
there generally is no television or radio
coverage.
Eventually, Morris Communications
contracted with outside entities to market real time scores. Cable News Network/Sports Illustrated (CNN/SI), for
instance, was impressed with Morris’s
electronic coverage of golf tournaments
and contracted with the media company
for the syndication of real time golf
scores. The new contract included all
professional golf tournaments promoted
by the PGA Tour, Inc., but Morris soon
ran into restrictions imposed by tournament organizers.28
Through press credentials that are issued before each tournament, the PGA
Tour, like other sports promoters, regulates the coverage of golf tournaments
provided by television and print media.29 The only way for a news organization to gain access to the tournament
and its media center is to get a press
credential, which is obviously necessary
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for providing any current information,
including real time scores. Nonetheless,
the relationship between media outlets
and the PGA Tour, similar to that between the media and other sports organizations, is symbiotic. The district court
noted in Morris that “the media are better positioned to satisfy the public’s demand for golf-related information, and
[the PGA Tour] enjoys enhanced publicity, which in turn generates greater
demand for its golf tournaments and related goods and services.”30
Despite this mutually beneficial relationship, however, the PGA Tour imposed restrictions on Internet coverage
through its credentialing process for the
first time in January 1999. Of most significance was the PGA Tour’s requirement that access to its media center be
conditioned upon the agreement that all
“[s]coring information appearing on a
site . . . be provided no sooner than thirty minutes after the actual occurrence of
the shots.”31 The purpose of the new restriction was to gain a competitive edge:
it allowed the PGA Tour to be the first
to publish real time scores on its own
website and therefore prevent effective
competition from Morris and other media organizations.32
Because the PGA Tour prohibits the
use of wireless communication devices
on the golf course, scores cannot be collected, reported, or transmitted directly
from the tournament course by anyone
other than the volunteers who collect
scores for the PGA Tour’s own
website.33 Even if other entities were allowed to collect scoring information,
any independent efforts to gather and
transmit real time golf scores would duplicate the efforts of the volunteers, a
process that the Morris decision describes in detail.34 Instead of pooling information gathered by the Tour’s volunteers, more people would perform the
same tasks, leading to crowding at the
various tournament holes and other logistical problems.
Thus, press access to the media center is essential for the publication of accurate, reliable, and “official” real time
tournament scores.35 The new restriction
had the practical effect of causing sports
journalists in the media center to delay
their reporting of golf scores by thirty
minutes after the scores’ publication in
the media center. Golf fans interested in
real time scoring obviously had less rea-

son to visit any website other than the
PGA Tour’s own,36 and competition
would effectively be weakened, if not
eliminated altogether.
Morris vehemently objected to the
new restriction. After intense negotiations, the PGA Tour agreed to add the
phrase “or after the time such information is legally available as public domain information if sooner than thirty
minutes after the actual occurrence of
the shots.”37 For the moment, the
amendment was satisfactory to the involved parties because it allowed Morris to continue collecting the scores
once they became available at the
Tour’s media center. Morris newspapers
continued to publish real time golf
scores on their websites. Morris Communications Corp. also continued to
provide real time scores to CNN/SI and
other media organizations under its existing agreements.38
Round Three: PGA Tour
Adds a New Requirement
The controversy was far from over. In
January 2000, the PGA Tour rekindled
its restrictions on real time scores by
promulgating additional regulations
providing that “no scoring information
may be used by, sold, given, distributed
or otherwise transferred to, any party
other than the Credentialed Site in any
manner whatsoever, without the prior
written consent of PGA Tour.”39 The
new restrictions allowed Morris newspapers to publish real time tournament
scores on their own websites, but prohibited the syndication of the same information to third parties, such as other
newspapers or CNN/SI, if they were not
part of the newspapers’ credentialed
websites.40
Morris again objected to the new restriction. Negotiations came to a standstill, and the PGA Tour stood by its new
regulation.41 Left with no effective
means to provide real time scores without completely duplicating PGA Tour’s
efforts, Morris Communications Corp.
filed suit in October 2000, seeking a
preliminary injunction to prevent the
Tour from enforcing its new restriction
on the publication of real time tournament scores via the media company’s
Internet websites.42 The lawsuit is based
on several antitrust theories, including
the essential facilities doctrine, monopoly leveraging, and refusal to deal.43 In
summary form, Morris alleged that

PGA Tour has monopoly power over its
golf tournaments, which it uses to
squash competition from media outlets,
such as Morris’s Internet newspapers in
the separate markets for the publication
and syndication of real time golf
scores.44
In its response, PGA Tour argued
that it has developed a system—at significant expense45—to collect and report
golf scores.46 The Tour also argued that
it enjoys a property right in its system
of collecting and scoring the various
tournaments,47 that the tournament
scores are gathered through the use of
that system, and that its new restrictions
on the syndication of real time tournament scores are therefore a reasonable
safeguard against potential free riders
seeking to capitalize on the Tour’s significant investment.48
In opposition, Morris Communications argued in seeking a preliminary
injunction that PGA Tour does not have
a protected proprietary right in its golf
scores, which, Morris contended, are
factual and public information that is
not subject to intellectual property protection.49 Morris analogized its case to
National Basketball Association v. Motorola, Inc.,50 in which the Second Circuit ruled against the NBA by holding
that athletic events themselves are not
copyrightable, even if the broadcasts of
the events are subject to intellectual
property protection.51 In Motorola, the
court reasoned that factual information
from athletic events, such as scores
from NBA games, are not subject to
proprietary protection.52 Therefore, the
providers of hand-held pagers that displayed scores and statistics from NBA
games while the games were underway
did not violate the NBA’s copyright interests in the broadcasts.53 Likewise,
Morris contended that PGA Tour, like
the NBA, could not claim proprietary
protection for its actual scores during
the tournament.
Morris also argued that the Tour
does not have a legally sufficient justification for its refusal to deal with the
media outlet. Instead, Morris alleged
that PGA Tour, as the NCAA had done
previously,54 was using the excuse of
not being able to accommodate press
credentials for competing parties as a
pretext to stifle competition altogether.
Morris suggested that the PGA Tour
could simply allow one media organization to provide the information to

other media outlets, similar to media
pooling agreements used in courtrooms
and battlefields.55 By denying credentials to report real time scores to a
pooling organization, the PGA Tour,
according to Morris Communications,
was using its natural monopoly power
over its own tournaments to illegally
monopolize the separate market for real
time information.56
Additionally, Morris Communications analogized its case to another decision involving the monopolization of
information at sporting events, Weinberg v. Chicago Blackhawks Hockey
Team.57 In Weinberg, the Chicago
Blackhawks denied a program publisher
access to game facilities because its
programs competed with the team’s
own program books.58 In suing the
hockey team for violations of the state
antitrust act, the plaintiff alleged that
the team was engaging in intentional
anticompetitive practices solely for the
purpose of furthering its own competing
publication.59
The Weinberg court agreed, holding
that the hockey team used its natural
monopoly power to illegally gain a
competitive edge by denying access to
pressrooms, boxes, and conferences—
access that was essential to cover the
games.60 Furthermore, the court added,
consumers ultimately paid the price due
to decreased product quality from the
lack of competition.61 Morris claimed
that its case was essentially identical to
Weinberg, in that the PGA Tour’s denial of an essential facility was an abuse
of its monopoly power to gain full market advantage for its own product.62 The
PGA Tour was using its monopoly
power over its own events to intentionally and improperly extract a competitive advantage in the market for the syndication and dissemination of real time
scores via the Internet and wireless
communications.63
Lastly, although PGA Tour, Inc. is a
private entity, Morris, like media organizations before it, contended that an injunction should issue to protect the
press and public’s free speech interests.
Courts have previously held that the
loss of First Amendment freedoms,
even for short periods, causes irreparable harm to the press and public.64 Even
though the case law is not directly applicable to private entities such as the
PGA Tour, Morris claimed it is analogous; once the public loses valuable in-
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ed Press.72 In INS, the U.S. Supreme
Court first recognized a publisher’s
property right in time sensitive news for
which the publisher had spent its own
resources to collect and provide to the
public as soon as practically possible.73
The Supreme Court reasoned that free
riding by a secondary publisher could
cause the initial publisher to abandon its
efforts to provide the information in the
most timely manner possible, and therefore the public would be the ultimate
loser as it would be deprived of access
to the most current information.74
In Morris, the judge concluded that
if the PGA Tour has such a “hot news”
property right in its own golf scores, it
may in fact have a procompetitive reason for restricting competitors from
reaping the benefits
of its own investMorris is the first case to demonstrate ment in the system
used to gather the
the impact of both antitrust and tournament
scores.75 At such an
intellectual property on the publication early stage in the
litigation, the court
of real time information. said that it could
not conclude that
such a procompetito preserve the status quo by allowing
tive reason for restricting dissemination
the dissemination of real time informaof real time scores did not exist with the
tion under the previous year’s credenkind of certainty necessary to meet the
tials. This would benefit the public by
exacting preliminary injunction stanensuring that more quality information
dard.76 Instead, the court identified two
is available in the marketplace than
issues that will require further developwould be available if the PGA Tour
ment by Morris and the PGA Tour durwere the sole provider.68
ing the course of litigation.
First, the court described the parameRound Four: PGA Tour Scores a
ters of the hot news property right recBirdie
ognized by the U.S. Supreme Court,
Morris’s motion for a preliminary inreasoning that the concern over free ridjunction was denied. The court found
ing is only problematic when the incenthat the plaintiff had not sufficiently
tive to produce a product or publish inshown that the “extraordinary relief” of
formation is so reduced “that its exisa preliminary injunction was justified at
tence or quality would be substantially
this early state of the litigation.69 In so
threatened.”77 In Morris, the court held
holding, the most critical issue for the
that the first order of business must be
court appeared to have been the potento determine whether PGA Tour would
tial existence of a legitimate procompet- continue to collect and publish real time
itive reason for the Tour’s new regulatournament scores at its tournaments if
tions on the publication and disseminaMorris, and potentially other media ortion of real time tournament scores.70
ganizations, were also permitted to disThe court was especially concerned
seminate this information.78 In the end,
that PGA Tour may possess what has
the court held that the issue could not be
previously been called a “hot news”
resolved without the benefit of a comproperty right to the scoring information plete factual record.79
collected during its tournaments.71 The
Second, however, the court also obhot news property right was first exserved that PGA Tour’s new restrictions
pounded more than eighty years ago in
might actually demonstrate an anticomInternational News Service v. Associatpetitive intent by tournament organizformation due to restrictions on the
press’s rights to independently gather
and disseminate information, injunctive
relief is justified because irreparable
harm results.
In essence, Morris argued that the
First Amendment should protect its
right to gather and disseminate news for
public consumption, even if it wishes to
sell the information to third parties.65
This should be true whether the restricting entity is the government or a private
corporation.66 Private entities should not
be allowed to engage in restrictive and
monopolistic behavior that impedes the
media’s right to disseminate public information, such as real time scores, any
more than the government should be allowed to do so.67 Morris asked the court
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ers. The court reasoned that a more
complete factual record is necessary to
determine the reasonableness of the
PGA Tour’s ban on wireless communications devices, a record that could lead
to a finding of anticompetitive actions
on the part of the Tour.80 In effect, the
court said that PGA Tour’s new restrictions might in fact be broader than is
necessary to protect any hot news property right that the Tour may have in its
scoring system.81 Therefore, the Tour
may be unfairly and illegally eliminating legitimate media competition in the
market for real time tournament scores
via the Internet.82
Sudden Death: Will “Hot News” or
Open Competition Prevail?
Morris is the first case to demonstrate
the impact of both antitrust and intellectual property on the publication of real
time information. As the public demand
for high-speed information accelerates,
there will be more cases like Morris that
highlight the tension between the newsgatherer’s control over its own information and the public’s right to know. The
Morris case and its inevitable progeny
raise important concerns about who will
ultimately control the dissemination of
news and information, an issue that
goes beyond the reporting of facts from
sporting and other entertainment events.
Although traditional media, now publishing on the Internet, obviously would
like to be the major providers of this information, the real possibility exists that
the final control over publicly demanded information could rest with private
corporations. The issue will be for the
courts to decide.
Both the drafters of the Constitution
and the courts have recognized that the
traditional media play a protected role
in our democracy by reporting the news.
However, Morris demonstrates that the
newsmaking entity itself may actually
fill that role, if the courts allow it to report on its own news while at the same
time excluding traditional media. The
significant drawback is the threat of
censorship and controlled regulation of
the public’s reception of news, if private
entities are allowed to dominate and
regulate the flow of information to the
public.
Nonetheless, the Morris case and its
predecessors also demonstrate that private corporations, such as PGA Tour,
have now established themselves as

website publishers in their own right.
As publishers, these entities have the
ability to directly compete with the traditional media for the dissemination of
news and entertainment information.
They may have the ability to control
and monopolize the use of the information from their own events, such as the
golf tournaments involved in Morris, if
the courts do not step in and provide for
competition from traditional media.83
The battle over credentialing in other
sports also looms in the future. On April
2, 2001, the baseball season opened
with the Detroit News and other newspapers challenging a new credentialing
restriction imposed by Major League
Baseball (MLB) that would limit the
newspapers’ use and distribution of
photographs after a game.84 The new
rules would also likely hamper the provision of real time baseball scores, including pitch-by-pitch coverage of
games in progress.85 The Detroit News
returned the credentials to the Detroit
Tigers rather than agree to the new restrictions, adding fuel to the fire of the
debate over whether sports organizations can limit the media’s use of its
own content.86 The New York Times,
Dallas Morning News, and Detroit Free
Press are also battling MLB over the
new restrictions, which also require that
game photos be used “only in connection
with news coverage of, or magazines,
books and stories about, the games,”
with other uses necessitating approval
by the baseball commissioner.87
If organizations such as the PGA
Tour and MLB are allowed to prevent
traditional media organizations, such as
Morris Communications, from syndicating and disseminating factual information, the provision of information via
both the Internet and traditional media
could be forever changed. Newsmakers
could become the exclusive news
providers.88 Private entities, such as other sports organizations, political parties,
and other entertainment venues, might
even become censors themselves, as
they require traditional news organizations to agree to both time and content
restrictions as a condition of reporting
news from private, corporation-sponsored events.89
The censorship that could not be engaged in by the government under the
First Amendment could become the
norm if private entities control access to
events and information in response to

public demand, through the use of restrictive credentials. Media organizations must continue to pursue their
own legal rights in the competitive
marketplace for the provision of Internet information.
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